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components of the community that developers have embraced is the Modding community surrounding the game. This community has changed the way the game can be played in many ways, from Custom Maps and Physics to entire fake skateboarding brands. Looking in from the outside, navigating this community can be daunting. Fortunately, today we are going through some of the essentials of
screwing up the game and presenting some of the work of this community. These are the best Skater XL mods currently available on PC: **Update 7/29/20: you can now download all these mods and more at skaterxl.mod.io – which has everything from mode to custom maps to custom boards, clothing and more. Basics There are some prerequisites for modating this game, namely Unity Mod Manager.
This allows you to put skater XL mods on the line and easily manage updates for these mods. After installing this, you need to download your first game mode, the XLShred menu. This menu is necessary if you want your mods to work because it implements their code in the game. We're going to air the installation process today and focus more on what these mods offer the game, but luckily the user with
the display name JBoogie made a comprehensive guide to installing these mods that I link to below. The mods we are going to go through are the Statistics menu, Babbo settings, skin editor, sound modem and multiplayer mode. At the end, there is an introduction as well as some custom maps that people have made. Statistics menu The statistics menu is one of the newest mods in the community, but
absolutely essential because it allows you to change gameplay in many different ways to tailor it to your style. With this mod, you can change everything from gravity and pop height to push speed and turn. These different parameters can be used to tailor the game according to your own style or to help you gain an edge when trying a difficult line. I personally recommend that you start with one of the presets
and play with the sliders until you find the setting you want. In addition to setting the slider, you also have various options that involve automatic/manual prey, and how the board rotates in relation to your body if you want to control the look of more tricks. This mod is a two-part mod with another menu for government adaptation. The second part of this mod applies to everything that concerns your board. The
board menu is exactly what it sounds like: a menu for perfectly customizing the board. Using skin editor, which we will talk about later, can fully customize the table without you need to change everything in the texture of the master disk; handleband, cover graphics, even each bike can be individually selected to tailor the board to your style. It doesn't stop there, because after that you can choose a new
cover shape from the usual size to wide covers and many options in between, you'll find the format that suits you. After this step, you can also choose the style of trucks and wheels, with a different appearance for both. So now you have your board perfectly set and you're ready to tear up, you've got one more step with the board menu, and that's Board Wear. With the last part of this mod, you can turn on
the wear of an intuitive and progressive plate while playing, which also has grip wear and truck wear. You can also choose that the board can click and even click randomly during the session. The best thing about this menu is that it is set and forget, you don't need to update your settings unless you want to change them when they are saved, when you leave the game and are pulled back up when you start
a new session. Download the menu here. Babbo Settings Babbo Settings is the next mod on our list and it's also the perfect game changer in a completely different way. Use this mod to change the visualizations of your game and graphical settings that you wouldn't normally be able to. Babbo Settings is a combined graphics settings interface and visual filter that can be used to bypass the game's original
graphics settings and also add other stuff like color rating, ambient blockage, and even the ability to add a faux fisheye lens when recording clips. It can bring new life to the game (and get rid of that god the terrible movement obscures) and improve your visualizations for recording or screenshots; I know people who have tinkered with it so much that their stuff looks alive. You can grab a Babbo Skater XL
mod from the Skater XL Modding community discord channel. I include side by side what the game looks like with and without my personal settings: Skin Editor Skin Editor is the next filling of the salad, and while the Statistics menu and Babbo settings can be croutons, Skin Editor would be bacon bits. This mod completely changes the way your character dresses by allowing you to put different clothing
patterns in their own category crimes and change them as often as you want without needing to change in-game assets and textures. Before this mods existed, you had to edit the textures of the game through the shared funds file and had to hunt down the path of henkers to change them. With this mod, all the work is done for you, and by using a specific file (called XLSE), you can make your texture pop
up even more. This mod also allows you to wear new types of hats, such as a 5-panel hat, ski mask, beans and even more. This mod also plays very nicely in the statistics menu Board side, because that mod can drag different types of skateboard class to customize your board. The possibilities are truly endless as more and more merch is born every day. You can download skin editor here. XLMultiplayer
If you miss skating online with your brothers in Skate 3, fear not; You can tune in to a cute Skater XL multiplayer server (and join others!) XLMultiplayer mod. While it adds an absolutely ugly red look to the screen, the look is worth it if you're looking for an almost flawless multiplayer skateboarding. Servers are free of delay, and you can join any server as long as the maps are preinstalled. Custom maps
These are essential for the molding community. While that's not all, it's a great place to start when you want to immerse yourself in the community. The last thing we are going to touch is custom maps. Customs maps are simply that: maps made by members of the Community that may imitate the real place. While I was still in the company of fake skateboarding team Human Skateboards, we had our own
map for a team called The Human House, which we have since announced. One map that I recommend downloading for everyone is made by a user named Medium Burnt called Burnt's Bust or Bail – a map where they recreate different places from different Thrasher Magazine Bust or Bail competitions, as well as a cityscape with other features. All of these and more can be found in the Discord link below.
With this mod list, you are well on your way to enjoying the game in a new light. One noteworthy thing about skater XL's custom maps is that you can install them without first needing to close the game. You can simply minimize (or use another monitor) to download, drag and drop new maps into the Maps folder, and they will instantly become available for in-game shredding! Cool. Editor's note: We have
here by the end of the weekend a summary of the best Skater XL maps, but for those who want to start downloading now, here are some of my absolute favorites that you need to download right away: DBT School, Slam City Jam, Fermenter Plaza v3 and Petruss (No Birds) map. You can find all of these and so much more on the Discord server. A lot of skating games have been released over the years.
But few innovate the genre as much as Skater XL, right there with the THPS series. With a unique control system that connects a skater's legs to two analog sticks, there's plenty to make love to in this title. And while console games may not fit everyone's idea of having fun, things are very different on PC. With a vibrant suede community offering lots of new features, there are weeks here (if not moths). So
let's dive for the best to get your hands on it. Watch this mod There's nothing like being able to perform all your favorite tricks in your favorite skate park, all while listening to your favorite track. With endless repetition. MusicMod gives you better control XL from BGM music by adding pause and playback settings. Surprisingly, these are not in the vanilla settings of the game. Unfortunately, the ability to add
your own music is still a long way off in the future. So this has to do for now when it comes to going into in-game music changes. Check out this mod time so your board roars with every single mill! While the Grizzly Griptape Pack unfortunately won't let you do it in any capacity, it still makes you a much more stylish skater by giving you access to 12 new grip strips for your board. Personally, I like yellow and
black: it really screams danger, doesn't it? Look at this mod Do you see that rail out there just asking for a grind? Do it and don't hesitate! And what better way than to wear fancy Nike shorts? This Nike Gradient Shorts Pack showcases 6 different shorts that look fantastic. Perfect for hot summer skating weather. Check out this mod in Skater XL because there's no such thing in life as it looks too cool.
Always take things to the next level. This primitive clothing pack is another set of custom clothing. So you can look cool as ever with new shirts, hats and hoodies that can be used to personalize your character. They're not going to make you a better skater. So you better keep practicing: you don't want to be seen as a phony, do you? See this Mod Few shoes screaming for a skater like Nike Air Force
models. And the time has come to let them shout Skater XL! This mod brings iconic shoes to a game with a very faithful design that will make you the talk of a virtual skate park. Make sure this mod gambling is a bad thing. You never know when your good health will turn bad. Well, Skate Dice mod, while it's still in the beta version, adds some very interesting twists to the game. It basically challenges you to
perform randomly picked tricks and play any amount of money for your success. Things are still a bit buggy here, so some of your tricks may not be recognized. But the excitement you get when you play with this installed is more than worth the testing time. Check out this Modi Playable Photo Mode? Where do I sign up for it? Camera Utils mod on Macs gives you full control over the in-game camera. This
allows you to activate various options and effects such as chromatic anomaly, film grain, lens distortion, fog and many more. The downside is that you may get some performance drops. So try the mod to find the right balance and get Skater XL to get a style it's never had before! Watch this Mod Remember the old skater XL beta days? Definitely when this mod is installed. Those keen-eyed people reading
this one who supported the game in its early days will surely recognize RainSet, a very small but beautiful place based on the original SnowSet... but 100% less snow, 100% more rain and danger. Slippery when wet. how this Mod Schoolyards offers excellent skating spots. And with them it is easy to distinguish wheat from chaff: those who can not A few schoolgirls have no right to call themselves skaters.
Schoolyard Day Skate Park is an excellent custom skate park map filled with tons of elements that allow you to express your creativity without worry about harming non-yourself. Check out this Mod Skater XL has now evolved a step further, and will become a Skater XXL! This XXL Skin Pack is a massive skin pack that adds a lot of customization options to your character. These include new face overlays,
tattoo layers, better eyes and even scary-looking contacts that make all skaters in the park snuff you out, even before you start skating. Effective. Check out this mod Let's get ready to rue! I'm talking about screwing up, of course. Controller Rumble is one of the most straightforward Skater XL modes developed to date. Install it with Unity Mod Manager, press the F9 key during the game, and adjust the
driver roar to the contents of your heart. Check out this Mod A skate park with a solid art direction? That's exactly what Skater XL needed. Skate's Cyber Spot sport is an amazing atmosphere that feels almost cyberpunkish. It has lots of neon lights, electronic billboards and many other items that you can use to perform the most amazing tricks on this side of Compton. The level of detail is so surreal that all
the other skate parks feel like beta versions, trust me. Check out this one of Modi's skate parks has changed a lot since the first skating video games. Who knew a park set on the highway would have been so clean before the day? This Open Road skate park is an amazing-looking and fun-to-play custom park located on a major highway. That's all you want from a good park, like decks, rails and pipes.
Thank the skating gods for the trucks: they really make the impossible real. Check out this Modi classic among the classics, inspired by one more classic. The Industrial Zone may not seem particularly innovative as it is only 10,000 skate parks set in an abandoned industrial area. But if you're a skate game fanatic, you'll still love it. Not only for the tricks you can do here, but also because it is heavily
inspired by EA's classic skate games. Is that the tear that flows down your face? It must be nostalgia. Look at this mod, not one. Not two. Not three. But four custom skate parks, for the price nothing! The park compendium includes four different skate parks: two straight skater mobile apps, a completely new one designed from scratch, and another torn from True Skate. These parks aren't trying to do
anything really revolutionary here. But their solid design will keep you busy for days. See this Mod Chromatic anomaly is quite common in modern games. And most titles now come straight from a box with a chance It. Unfortunately, skater XL doesn't. To be honest, there's no reason to be sad. Because ChromaFix and MotionBlurFix not only allow you to disable the chromatic anomaly, but also Blur.
Personally, I can't stand the blurring of movement at all, so developer M4cs will get my eternal gratitude from now until the end of time. Check out this mod You don't know the meaning of real customization until you download the Gear Utils mod. This mod, which works with the latest version of the game, gives you much more control over your character's features. You can change their beards and hair,
change their color choices, and add a lot of different gear to your character. Among the options available are Obi Wan and Van, which I won't tell you what they're doing here. Download it and try it to see what this baby can do. Sanctuary is one of the best customized parks created for Skater XL. Inspired by the Skate series and a few other skating games, Sanctuary has more bowls, pipes and rails than you
can shake your board. And they flow incredibly well at each other, allowing amazing combos or lines that rightly force you to ice skating stardom. Explore This Mod Skate park doesn't always have to be complicated to be good. Just like Hollywood High School. This custom map is very small. But what it lacks in size makes it stylish because it has amazing lighting and a famous Hollywood High staircase. It
may not keep you busy for that long, but there's so much to do here. Who wouldn't want to skate in L.A.? See this mod massive. That's the name of the game on the Big City Remake map. There are so many things that make this skate park one of the best ever made for Skater XL. Well, at least it's big. It's also full of artifacts. It has great textures, detailed designs, great lighting... But most of all, it's big. I'm
sorry, did I say it was big? Try to see for yourself. Check out this Mod Visual customization, which is good and good. But what about adapting real statistics? Don't worry, the Modders have covered us once again. The statistics menu brings real customization power to your hand, which allows you to change almost all skater stats with easy-to-use sliders. This makes the game much easier or harder
depending on your preferences. It's like physics-based gameplay isn't tough enough, right? Some people just really want a challenge... See how this Mod has ever wanted to completely control your skating destiny and get the chance to show off your map creation skills? Here you go, my friend. Skater XL's XXL Map Editor is a straightforward and easy map editor mod. It allows you to spawn all sorts of
objects inside any map, which allows you to create the best custom map to share online to the admiration of thousands of skaters around the world. Just make sure you are patient here: the editor will take some time to download all available objects. Moving too fast will lead to disaster. Or rather, things. acted properly. Or fall. Look at this mod This Skater XL Menu mod on on a life add-on that every player
should download right away. This modifies the map menu, which includes better sorting for custom maps and even displaying a preview image if available. Here's also an improved gear menu and lots of new options that allow you to hide all the official gear from the brand menu, giving you faster access to the understated gear. You can even turn on dark mode on all menus. Sky blue for your tired eyes at
2:00. See this Mod Skating games are great. But sometimes you can't compare them to the real thing. But sometimes they definitely do. Quebec Skate Plaza is an almost perfect recreation of the real Quebec Skate Plaza in Quebec City, Canada. It features all the items featured in the real-life version of the skate park and even an almost complete replica of its surroundings. You still think you can't compare
this game to real life? Check out this Modi in Skater XL to customize almost anything to your liking. If you install the correct mods, that is. Board Utilities gives you complete control over your board. Just like real life. This allows you to change the length and width of the lid, its shape and truck settings. And, of course, your bike, too. Time to make the board of your dreams a (virtual) reality. Make sure that this
Mod XL graphic should have been called XXL graphics as it only offers a lot of options. This is a downloadable mod if you have a very powerful computer and want Skater XL to take advantage of it. Inside, you'll find a ton of different graphics options, as well as camera adjustments that make you look your best all the time. And you can turn on and off several effects that are not everyone's cup of tea. Like
lens distortion, vigjetti or blurred movement. Check out this mod When the skate park is too small for a custom map, the only thing you can do is recreate an entire city. Berlin XL is definitely one of the most ambitious custom maps ever made for the game. It aims to make Berlin's street venues and parks playable at Skater XL. As authentication as possible. The map is very versatile as it allows multiple
skating styles, so charge off if the game starts to feel a little solid for you. Take a look at this mod This Applewood Park map, like the Berlin XL map, is yet another one that all Skater XL players should try. While the Berlin XL map prides itself on being massive in size, the map at Applewood Park is a little smaller. But it still comes with a very tight design that puts your skating skills to the test. If you master
the map and all the skating tricks you can handle, you can rightly say that you have become Master XL. I think we have to try the map. Check out this mod With this XL multiplayer mode, Skater XL becomes one of the final And it's easy to see why. After installation, you can join any available public server and play with other players around the world. Even better, mod too play and play the support that
stores. And even a 1:1 animation, which means that all your custom tricks will be shown to other players even if they don't have the same mods installed. A feature for real introductions. But also a great way to skate with friends, basically I mean. Check out this mod The only way to satisfy the hunger for custom tricks is to install XXL Mod. While this also includes some features that can be found in other
features in this list, such as the ability to customize the stats, which sets XXL Modi apart from everyone else, there is the ability to land on pressure turns, one-leg grabs, one-leg hand controls and some other tricks not available in vanilla game. New ground tricks are always welcome. You can even customize how your feet move when performing some of these tricks, showing unprecedented attention to
detail. Definitely need to get more tricks in the bag for the next session. Session.
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